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Abstract 
Adoption of computed radiology (CR) and direct 
radiology (DR) imaging for screening mammograms in 
many countries alongside digitally scanned film 
mammograms has resulted in a wide range of different 
intrinsic (physical) characteristics of images becoming 
commonplace.  It is sometimes conjectured that viewer 
performance could be adversely affected by this wider 
variability, as compared with the variability that was 
formerly experienced with film only.  This paper 
identifies several aspects of the image characteristics 
relevant to viewer perception, including intensity 
properties (such as contrast), spatial properties (such as 
texture) and structure properties (such as breast density). 
We then provide quantitative descriptions of the 
variability of these properties over a test set of 12 
screening mammograms drawn from three different 
modalities and containing a typical mix of screening 
cases.. 
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1 Introduction 
Digital mammography is becoming widely adopted for 
national government-funded screening programs in many 
countries, and consequently diverse local choices of 
imaging equipment and local guidelines for image 
acquisition are being established.  For example, in 
Australia each State is conducting its own project for 
conversion of their screening program from film to 
digital, resulting in use of imaging equipment from 
several different vendors, while the Australian and New 
Zealand College of Radiologists (ANZCR) and 
Australasian College of Physical Scientists and Engineers 
in Medicine (ACPSEM) are developing national 
guidelines for image quality and acquisition processes 
which may nevertheless be interpreted or customised 
differently at state level.  
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A major consequence of the conversion to digital is a 
disruption of the established envelope of “typical” image 
visual characteristics (such as brightness and contrast) to 
which readers have become accustomed in their previous 
film-based environments.  While readers are generally 
tolerant of some variation in image appearance, there will 
inevitably be differences between digital images acquired 
on different vendor equipment both computed radiology 
(CR) and direct radiology (DR) (and potentially with 
variations in setup e.g. due to automatic dose adjustment), 
and also differences between these new digital screening 
images and prior film images now scanned to digital. 

The definitive work on comparing the effectiveness of 
digital mammograms against films in a screening 
scenario was conducted by Pisano et al (2005) and 
showed no significant differences in reader performance. 
Use of different acquisition equipment has been the 
subject of some studies on variability (e.g. Young et al, 
2008) which however generally relate to image formation 
and signal-to-noise characteristics.  Some work has also 
considered impacts on readers of variable image quality 
(e.g. Astley et al, 2008) mainly from the perspective of 
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) performance 
rather than subjective opinions.  Generally, variations in 
image characteristics have been ignored due to the 
adoption of image acquisition calibration standards such 
as CDMAM (van Engen et al, 2006) which it is argued 
will produce highly consistent source images. 
Unfortunately this does not help in situations where 
longitudinal sets of images acquired from different 
sources must be considered, such as in screening cases 
where only priors from a different modality are available, 
or in long term longitudinal cohort studies using images 
from multiple historical sources. 

It is sometimes conjectured that viewer perception 
(and consequently reading performance) could be 
adversely affected by this wider variability, as compared 
with the variability that was formerly experienced with 
film only. However, no standard metric for 
characterization of such image variability has emerged, 
although some quantitative analysis of variability for 
particular modalities has been reported (e.g. Davies, 
1993).  Also, there is little commentary in the literature 
on the variability of images across data collections used 
for experimental work, in terms of their intrinsic 
(physical) image characteristics.  This paper takes a step 
towards addressing this gap, noting that variability in 



characteristics determined by quantitative analysis should 
be correlated with viewer subjective performance studies. 

2 Method 
The characterization work reported here was intended to 
be applied only to the interior of the breast region in 
mammograms, as the background variability is arguably 
not relevant to reader performance.  First we need to 
consider the choice of a range of appropriate image 
characteristics, which will give a broad indication of the 
types of image variability differences arising from the 
different modalities.  We elected to choose simple 
measures that would be easy to compute, were not biased 
by any assumption of models of image or observer 
characteristics, and were well known so as to be readily 
reproducible.  We also sought to use measures that would 
characterize different levels of perceptual complexity, to 
offer more complete coverage of the effects of image 
variability than if we were to concentrate on only one 
level.  

The most obvious visible changes that might be 
expected are those arising from overall image appearance, 
in particular related to image intensity properties in the 
overall region-of-interest.  These can be derived most 
easily from image histogram information.  The next level 
at which perceptual effects may occur is in subtle local 
intensity relationships within a group of pixels, such as 
those related to texture and small scale tissue structures.  
The final level we identified was that of major structures 
within the breast tissue, related to actual pathology such 
as lesions or masses.  To represent these three levels, we 
selected the mean for a sub-image block of pixels,  
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and uniformity computed using the well established 
moment formula,  
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where G is the number of possible intensity values 

ranging from 0 to G-1, ir  is the intensity value, and 

)( krp  is the normalized histogram obtained by dividing 

all the histogram elements of an image by its total number 
of pixels (Tjondronegoro et al, 2006).  

Here, the block statistics mean (m), entropy (ℜ ) and 
uniformity (U) constitute rough indicators of some typical 
variations in image intensity characteristics of the three 
levels of complexity, which image readers would easily 
notice.  The mean is an approximation for the overall 
brightness of the image, which influences how well 
subtleties in the texture within the breast tissue can be 
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Figure 1: Screening mammograms obtained from USF, Lumisys and Sectra 



discerned.  Entropy indicates the amount of high local 
variation in the image, which is related to overall image 
contrast and also the amount and visibility of fine detail 
features (such as calcifications). Uniformity gives an 
indication of the extent of typical "smooth" intensity 
regions within the breast tissue, given the choice of block 
size.  

3 Results 
A test collection consisting of three cohorts of 4 
screening mammograms from each of three different 
modalities was constructed, using the following sources: 

- University of Southern Florida dataset of digitised 
film (USF using DBA @ 42 micron) (Heath et al, 
2001) 
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Figure 2: Binarization of a digital mammogram using a Sobel filter and morphological operations to 
segment the breast ROI 

 

Table 1: Mean (standard deviation) results for individual image property measures  

 

Mean Intensity USF Lumisys Sectra 

Image 1 21278 (3826) 65077 (175) 6189 (3235) 

Image 2 41091 (4702) 65145 (64) 3921 (952) 

Image 3 39969 (4166) 64797 (92) 4095 (3594) 

Image 4 31223 (2344) 64794 (96) 1380 (290) 

Entropy USF Lumisys Sectra 

Image 1 8.74 (0.43) 6.83 (0.45) 11.68 (0.71) 

Image 2 9.05 (0.39) 6.35 (0.33) 11.20 (0.39) 

Image 3 8.76 (0.38) 5.88 (0.62) 11.40 (0.99) 

Image 4 8.98 (0.25) 5.69 (0.45) 9.93 (0.35) 

Uniformity USF Lumisys Sectra 

Image 1 0.0028 (8.16E-04) 0.0105 (3.27E-03) 0.0004 (2.70E-04) 

Image 2 0.0023 (5.97E-04) 0.0148 (3.72E-03) 0.0005 (1.49E-04) 

Image 3 0.0027 (7.19E-04) 0.0219 (9.85E-03) 0.0006 (5.29E-04) 

Image 4 0.0023 (4.13E-04) 0.0236 (7.71E-03) 0.0013 (3.15E-04) 
 



- Local university supplied dataset of digitised film 
(LUMISYS @ 50 micron) 

- Vendor-supplied dataset of digital CR and DR 
images (SECTRA). 

Each source contained high resolution screening 
mammograms encoded using 16 bits per pixel. Figure 1 
shows example screening mammograms from each of the 
three sources).  

The breast interior part of each image was obtained 
using binarization and region extraction tools in 
MATLAB.  More specifically, the Sobel filter in 
combination with MATLAB morphological operations 
such as image dilation (imdilate) using a vertical and 
horizontal line structuring element of length 3, filling in 
image regions and holes (imfill) and image opening to 
remove small objects (bwareaopen) was used to define 

the breast ROI (see Figure 2). A 512x512 pixel block was 
then located behind the nipple area within the whole of 
breast region-of-interest. This 512x512 block was further 
divided so that 16 128x128 sub-images represented the 
textured areas to be analysed for each mammogram 
image (see Figure 3).  

Each of the sub-image blocks within an image were 
analysed for average intensity, uniformity and entropy. 
The mean and standard deviation for each measure was 
computed over all sub-image blocks for a given image 
and image source, showing measurements over all 16 
blocks in an image (Table 1) and 64 blocks in each cohort 
(see Table 2 and Figure 4), respectively.  On each box 
plot the central mark shown is the median and the edges 
of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles. The 
whiskers of the box show the extent of the most extreme  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: A 512x512 block obtained for analysis 

 

Table 2: Summary of cohort image property measures 

 

 Mean intensity Entropy Uniformity 

USF mean 33390 8.88 0.0025 

USF standard deviation 8871 0.385 6.91E-04 

Lumisys mean 64953 6.19 0.0177 

Lumisys  standard deviation 196 0.642 8.46E-03 

Sectra mean 3896 11.05 0.0007 

Sectra  standard deviation 2959 0.936 4.72E-04 
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data points which are not considered outliers, while 
outliers are plotted individually as plus signs (+). 

4 Discussion 
The results indicate surprisingly large differences 
between the inherent intensity properties for the three 
image cohorts, with less variability within image than 
between image (and indeed between modality). The 
differences between cohorts statistically could easily be 
shown to be representative of three different distributions 
with a very high level of confidence.  

In practice these differences are usually masked by 
display transformations which linearise the perceived 
values, and optimise the contrast and brightness.  
Applying a simple linear stretch over the full dynamic 
range (16 bits) associated with the data, to mimic the 
display transformation, the box plot diagram in Figure 5 
was generated.  It can be seen that there is still sufficient 
apparent variability to suggest that perceptual 
performance may be affected, if indeed it depends on the 
characteristics represented by these measures.   

While more statistically significant results could be 
obtained by repeating this analysis over a larger sample 
size or using sample groupings within the cohorts to 
allow analysis of variance, we feel there is enough prima 
facie evidence here to justify further investigation of the 
perceptual effects which might be encountered, either 
through observer modelling or subjective testing. 
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Figure 4: Image property variability between cohorts 
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Figure 5: Image property (mean intensity) variability 
between normalised (linear stretch over the full 
dynamic range) cohorts 
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